PERMIT FOR FCNS 200A – FALL 2016
SCHOOL OF FAMILY, CONSUMER, AND NUTRITION SCIENCES

FCNS 200A prerequisites to be completed before enrolling:

1. CHEM 110 & CHEM 111 OR CHEM 210 & CHEM 212

2. Illinois Food Service Sanitation Certificate: Manager Certification
   Please note: Proof of completed course score is NOT sufficient and will not be accepted. You must take the exam and provide the certificate as proof of passing the exam.)

   Students must have completed CHEM pre-requisites and bring Sanitation Certificate to Wirtz 118 by 4:00 p.m. on or before Friday, August 5, 2016.

   Enrollment permission will NOT be granted without proof of BOTH requirements.

   PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY:

   Last Name __________________________ First Name __________________________ ZID __________
   Major/Minor __________________________ Expected Graduation Date __________________________ Phone Number __________________________

   STUDENTS PLEASE READ:

   I understand that if I do not provide a copy of my current Illinois Food Service Sanitation Certificate: Manager Certification and proof of CHEM prerequisites to Wirtz 118 by 4:00 p.m. on Friday, August 5, 2016, I will be dropped from this class.

   Signature: __________________________________________________________

   RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO WIRTZ 118 BY 4:00 P.M., FRIDAY, AUGUST 5, 2016.
   (Make a copy for your records)

   NOTE: Enrollment in FCNS 200B requires prior or simultaneous enrollment in FCNS 200A

   *********************************************************************************

   ADMINISTRATIVE USE ONLY:

   1a. CHEM 110 _________ & CHEM 111 _________
       (Grade) (Grade)
   1b. CHEM 210 _________ & CHEM 212 _________
       (Grade) (Grade)
   2. State of IL Sanitation Certificate: _________ & _________
      (Mgr/Hndl) (Exp Date)

   *********************************************************************************